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 A 50p donation is welcomed for all of the Group’s indoor and outdoor meetings.  Any other costs, 
where known, are listed against the event.  Except where shown, travel to events is by private car: 
see Note 3 below. 

Date and Time ‘Event’ 

Mon 6 December 2021 

2.00 pm - 3.30 pm 

Indoor Meeting - Langcliffe Institute 

‘The Birds of Uganda’  

Tue 4 January 2022 

9.30 am - all day 

Outdoor Meeting:  Morecambe Bay/Arnside Knott 

 

Mon 7 February 2022 

2.00 pm - 3.30 pm 

Indoor/Zoom Meeting - Langcliffe Institute 

‘The Mysteries of Bird Migration’ 

Mon 7 March 2022 

9.30 am - all day 

Outdoor Meeting: Little Town, Keswick  

 

March 2022 - dates TBC Dawn Chorus Walks with Richard (6.30 am - 8.30 am) 

Mon 4 April 2022 

9.30 am - lunchtime 

Outdoor meeting:  St Ives Estate, Bingley 

 

April 2022 - dates TBC Dawn Chorus Walks with Richard (5.30 am - 6.00 am) 

Tue 3 May 2022 

9.30 am - lunchtime 
Outdoor Meeting:  Roeburndale Woods, Wray or Cleatop Wood, Settle 

Mon 6 Jun 2022 

8.15 am to lunchtime 

Outdoor Meeting:  expert-led Ring Ouzel Safari, Forest of Bowland 

Cost: £8 RSPB members; £10 non-members 

Mon 4 Jul 2022 

9.30 am - all day 

Outdoor Meeting:  Tarn Hows, Hawkshead 

 

Fri 8 July 2022  

9.00 am - lunchtime 

Visit to Sedbergh Community Swift Group  

Host: Tanya Hoare 
 
 

NOTE: 
 
1. Although covid restrictions have been lifted we will continue to observe safe practice at both 

indoor and outdoor meetings. For our indoor meetings Langcliffe Institute has excellent measures 
in place to prevent the spread of infection. For outdoor meetings each site will be assessed 
beforehand for the risk of infection, as well as the usual hazards. If there is any doubt the meeting 
will be cancelled. Where meetings get the all-clear members will be advised beforehand of the 
risks and the proposed control measures so you can decide whether or not to attend.  

 
2. If weather conditions are so severe that birdwatching would be pointless or travel is ill-advised 

meetings may have to  be cancelled.  An e-mail advising cancellation will be sent out up to one 
hour prior to the scheduled meeting time so check your in-box before setting off.   

 
3. For all outdoor meetings we’ll meet at the Rugby Club car park in Settle and leave at the start 

time shown, arranging car-sharing as necessary. In line with Settle District u3a advice drivers 
should be reimbursed at the rate of £2 per hour, total journey time there and back. Clear 
directions will be available to anyone wishing to travel under their own steam to avoid car-
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